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1 Introduction 
The.CCFR. collaboration has recently· reported.on ·new high statistics data of the nucleon 
structure function Ff(x,Q2 ) [l, 2]. The experin;r.n! has heen carried out using a neutrino 
beam at the Fermilab Tevatron. The data together with the previous ones (3, 4] make it 
possibile to analyze Jn detail the Q2-dependence of th<: nucleo~ structure function within. 
the framework of QCD and to verify thfGross-Llewellyn Smith (GLS) sum rule [5]. The 
theoretical analysis of the data wa~ made hy the meml,ers of the CCFR collaboration [6) using 
the direct integration of the Altarelli-flarisi· ~~111ation [7]. The Q2-evolution of the moments 

. of the iitructure function Ff based on the_ solution of the corresponding renormalization- · 

.' group equation was carried out in (5, ll]. The m<·tl1o<I of SF n·construction over their Mellin 
·, moments based on. SF- expansion over. the J,anihl polrnomials [9, 10~ 11] was used in [SJ.

The method was shown to.be· very effoctive to' control higher perturbative QCD corrections 
and to investigate s·en;itivity ofthe parameter A MS to them: _ · . . · . 
. Note that the nuclear effects themselves (F~rmi motion, off-mass corrections, shadowing 
e_tc.) are· very important to extract nucleon deep-inelastic structure functions (Ff, gf', Ff) 

. from experimental data for deuteron and heavy n11cl<!1JS. They should be included in the 
joint QCD analysi; of nucleon structure fonctions. . . 

The nuclear-effect of relativistic Fermi motion for the spin-independent : Ff structure 
function iri the covariant approach in the light cone vari~bles [12] was analyzed in [13). The 
covariant approach in the light-co~e variables is based on the relativistic ileuteron w'ave 
functio'n (RDWF) with one micleonon·mass shell. The HOWF depending on orie variable -
the virtuality-of nucleon k 2(x, k.1.), can be expressed via the Dpn vertex function r.,(x, k.1.)-

.. This model has. been successfuliy us_ed for the descriptimi' of the deuteron_ electromagnetic 
form.factors and some processes involving polarized awl unpolarized deuteron (12, 14].' As 
shown in [13], the st~~ctnre.function ·ratio U~'.N = 1']'/Ff increases with x and reaches 
6% at x:::::: 0.7.' The dependence ~f U~'/N 011 ;r, is :similar t.o the EMC one b·n he~vy nucleus. · 
The same relativistic appro~cli · and tlw _c1.,11teron mod<"I have h,ien usr.d (15] to describe the· 
spin-dependent structure function gf.aud lo esti11mf.(: a 1111clear effe~t in the ,1 +i5 ➔ Jl + X 

. process. It has been found° that th~ ratio ll!J/N ·=-gf'Jg~ is'practically independent ofx 
and Q 2 over a wide kinematic range of x = w-:i - 0.7; Q2 = 1- 80 (GeV/c)2 ·and attains 
~ 0.9 .. The obtained results on the ratios uflN, H_~1I:', allow·_one to .consider that the. used 
deuteron. model takes into account corn,ctly the sph1 strnctni-ce of deuteron and relativistic 
Fermi motion ·of nucleon in the deutero1L Then!f<;re the study of the effect ~f relativistic 
Fermi. motion for the SF x Ff in' the pro1Josed wlativistir. approach is also a~tual · and tan 
give important information Oil thenuclecl!J and ;btt('('(;n str~1ct11re. . . 

In the present paper the covariant approach i11 tl;P light-cone variables and the deuteron 
model [12) are used to co;isider the deep-inelastic neutrino-deuteron· scattering-and to es~ 
timate a nuclear effect in this process: We haw cakulated the deuteron SF Ff(x, Q2 ). and 
compared results with available experiniental data· (·1]. 'The_. dependence of the structure 
function ratio R~/N (x, Q2 ) = Ff(~, Q2 )/ F:f'. (x, (J 2 )' on x. and Q2 is investigated., This ra
tio:characterizes the nuclear effect in tlw de11t.i-ro11 for thie v + D ➔ 11- +X process. The 
ratio RfN is practically indej,enrlent ofq2"ov,•r ,i .wi,le kim•matic range of x = 10-3 - 0.7, 
Q2 = I':... 500 (GeV/c)2 • \\'e have si1pposPd that tlll' ratio Rf.IN rep~oduces approximately 
the ratio R:/N and the former !,as bee11 used r:,r. th,· qcD· aualysis of experimentai data of 

. the CCFR coll{boration. The·q2 d<;pemle11CP of tlw(:I.S SIIIJI rule: is _verifiedwith taking 
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nuclear effect into account. The correction (JS/S)GLS for the GLS integral SGLs(x,Q2
) is 

found. 

2 Model of Relativistic Deuteron 

The cross section of deep~inelastic neutrino-deuteron scattering in a one-photon approxim
ation is expressed via the imaginary part of the forward scattering ampl!tude of the virtual 
W-boson on the deuteron - wi. The latter _is related to the deuteron structure functions 
Ff2,3(v, Q2

) as follows 

wi = -(gµv - qµqv/q2) ·Ff+ p:p: · Ff /v + if'µva/3 q"i/3 · Ff /v. (1) 

Here q,p are the momenta of W-boson and deuteron, M is the deuteron mass; Q2 = 
-q2 > 0,v = (pq),p;, = Pi, -qµ{pq)/q2. 

In a relativistic impulse approximation (RIA) the forward scattering amplitude of the 
virtual W-boson on the deuteron A~v is expressed via a similar scattering amplitude on the 
nucleon A:v as follows 

D j d4k1 N 
A"v(q,p) = · (2rr)4iSp{Aµv(q,k1) · T(s1,k1)}. (2) 

Here T( s1 , k1 ) is the amplitude of forward N - D scattering and the notation s 1 = k2 = 
(p - kt) 2 is used. Integration is carried out with respect to the active nucleon momentum 
k1. Integral (2) is calculated in the light~cone variables ( k± = k0 ± k3 , kJ..). The peculiar 
pqints of integrand (2) on the plane of the complex variable kJ.. are due to the peculiarities 
of the nucleon virtualities k; and k2

• Some of the peculiarities are due to the prop~gators 
~ (m2 

- kft 1
, (m2 

- k2
)-

1
• The others are related to the Dpn vertex and the amplitude 

A;;;, . 
The integral is not zero if the region of integration on k+ is restricted 

0 < k+ < P+ - k+. (3) 

Taking into account only a.nucleon pole in the unitary condition for the amplitude T( s1, kl) 
and the relation between the RDWF and the vertex function r a(k1 ): t/J(k1) = r a·(m ,+ k1r', 
the antisymmetrical part of the deuteron tensor wi can be written as 

wv = W"/3 . p(S) µv µv a/3 (4) 

/3 j d
4
k 2 2 N - • /3 

w:v = (
2
rr)4i°(m - k )B(ko)B(p+ - k+) Sp{wµv · t/J"(k1) · (m + k) · t/J (k1)}. (5) 

Here the 0-function and light-cone variabl~s are used. The tensor p~ is the symmetrical part 
of the deuteron polarization density matrix. The symmetrical part of the deuteron tensor 
wi is expressed in the form similar to (4,5). The vertex function ra(k1 ) is defined by 4 
scalar functions a;(k;) and takes the form (16] 

ra(k,) = k1a[a1(k;) + a2(k;)(m + k1)] + 'Ya[aJ(k;) + a4(k;)(m + k1)]. (6) 

I
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The relativization procedure of the deuteron wave function 1Pa has been proposed and the 
scalar functions a;(k;) have been constructed in (17]. The functions a; were parametrized as 
the sum of pole terms. Some pole positions and residues were found from the comparison of 
our RDWF with the known nonrelativistic one in the nonrelativistic limit . For the latter the 
Paris wave function (18] was taken. The other parameters were fixed from the description 
of the static characteristics of the deuteron (electric charge - G,(0) = l(e), magnetic -
Gm(0) = µn(e/2M) and quadrupole - Gq(0) = Qn(e/M2

) moments) in the relativistic 
impulse· approximation. 

. The calculation of (5) in the light-cone variables gives the final expression for the deuteron 
SF Ff 

Ff(a,Q2
) = l dx d2ki ~(x,ki) · Ff(a/x,Q 2

). (7) 

The nucleon SF is defined as Ff = (F3N + FfN)/2, Ct = -q2/2(pq). The function 
~(x;ki) describes the left (right)-helicity distribution for an active nucleon (antinucleon) 
that carries away the fraction of deuteron momentum x = kt+/P+ and transverse momentum 
ki. It is expressed via the RDWF 1/J0 (k1) as follows 

~(x,ki) ex Sp{-rfa0 (ki) · (m + k) · ip/J(k1) · ij · CTµv • 15 • p!,' · fµv-y 0q7/}, (8) 

where p!,4 is the polarization density matrix for unpolarized deuteron. Note that in the 
approach using the distribution function ~(x, ki) includes not only usual S- and D-wave 
components of the deuteron but also a P-wave component. The latter describes the con
tribution ~f N N-pair production: The contribution of this mechanism is small over a low 
momentum range (x < 1), but it might be considerable in a high momentum one (x > 1). 

3 Structure Function Ff (x, Q2 ) 

In the relativistic impulse approximation the deuteron SF Ff is defined by equation (6). We 
calculate Ff using the RDWF (17]. The par.ametrization of the nucleon SF Ff and parton 
distributions are taken from (8, 19, 20, 21 ]. 

Figure 1 shows the dependence of xFf(x,Q2
) on X at Q2 = 3, 10,500 (GeV/c)2. The 

displacement of the curves to a low x-range with increasing Q2 is observed. The SF xFf 
decreases at x < 0.1 and increases at x > 0.1 with growing Q2

: The experimental data for 
xFf (4] at Q2 = 3, 11 (GeV/c)2 are shown in Figure 2 too. Taking into account large errors 
an agreement between the calculated results and the experimental data to be considered 
reasonable. We would like to note that the general shape of the deuteron SF is similar to the 
nucleon one. 

Figure 2 presents the· results for xFf obtained with_ different parton distributions (19, 
20, 21 ]. In the parton model the nucleon SF is expressed via the momentum distributions of 
valence quarks xF3N = xuv + xdv: One can see from Figure 2 that all curves practically co
incide. Note also that the calculated curves lie above the ones obfained with parametrization 
xF;' (8] at x < 4 · 10-2

• We consider that high statistics experimental data for a deuteron 
SF xFf ~re extremely important to obtain independent and complementary information on 
valence quark distributions - uv(x, Q2), dv(x, Q2) and to choose between different nucleon 
models. 
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Figure 1. Deep-inelastic deuteron structure function x./?f(x, Q2). Theoretical results 
have been obtained with the nucleon parametrization .rFJ' taken from (8] : -- - 3 
(GeV/c)2, ----10(GeV/c)2, ---500(GeV/c)2 • Experimentaldata(4]: •-3(GeV/c)2, 
o -11 (GeV/c)2
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Figure 2. Deep-inelastic deuteron structure function xFf(x, Q2). Theoretical results 
have been obtained_ with the parton distributions taken from: - - - (8], - - - (19], _:._ -
(20], - (21]. 
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4 Nuclear Effect in the Deuteron 

The nuclear effect in a deuteron for the v + D --+ µ- + X process is described b~ the ratio 
R~/N (x, Q2 ) = Ff (x, Q2)/ Ff (x, Q2 ). Figure 3 shows the dependence of the R~ N ratio on 
x. It has been found that the ratio R~/N is practically independent of the parametrization 
of the parton distributions [19, 20, 21) and the nucleon SF [8) over a wide kinematic range of 
x = 10-3 - 0. 7, Q2 = 1 - 500 ( Ge V / c )2

• The curve has an oscillatory feature and cross-over 
point x0 : R~/N (x0 ) = 1, x0 ~ 0.03. The effect of relativistic Fermi motion decreases with , 
xatx<6·10-3

• '] 

Thus, the obtained results give us evidence that the function R~/N is a universal one. I] 
Defined by the structure of the RDWF, it can be used to extract the nucleon SF Ff from , \ 
the experimentally known deuteron one 

Ff(x,Q2
) = [R~/N(x)( · Ff(x,Q 2 ). (9) 

The obtained results (Fig.3) clearly demonstrate that the nucleon SF Ff extracted from 
deuteron data can be modified by nuclear medium. 

The performed analysis of the nuclear correction for the nucleon SF also allows one to 
consider the influence of the nuclear effect on the GLS sum rule [22]: 

SaLs = l Ff(x)dx. (10) 

In the parton model the nucleon SF can be expressed via the valence uv, dv parton 
distributions ·and the sum rule ( 10) can be written as follows · 

SaLs(x, Q2
) = {[uv(Y, Q2

) + dv(y, Q2 ))dy. (11) 

The value of the integtal tends to the parton model prediction SaLs(x) --+ 3 at x--+ 0. 
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the GLS integral SaLs(x, Q2

) on x for Q2 = 3 and 
500 (GeV/c)2. The integral increases with Q2 at x < 0.01 and decreases at x >·0.01. It 
should be noted 'that the obtained value of Sa Ls( x, Q2) at x = 10-3 is lower than the expected 
one from the GLS sum rule. For Q5 = 3 and 500 (GeV/c)2 w~ have obtained SaLs(x = 
10-3

) = 2.41 and 2.66, respectively. The CCFR group result at the scale Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2 

is Sau;= 2.50 ± 0.0lS(stat) ± 0.07S(syst) [2). · 
We have used the result on the R~/N ratio to estimate the nuclear correction for the GLS 

integral 

SaLs(x, Q2
) = [ Ff (y, Q2 )dy. (12) 

The obtained results for the correction (oS/ S)aLS, where oSc;LS = S{}f§(Q 2 )-si';;ff'IFf', 
due to the nuclear effect of Fermi motion arc given in Figure 4. It is seen that the nuclear 
correction is less tha11 1 % at x < 0.4. 

5 The QCD Analysis of xFf' Structure Function and 
GLS Sum Rule 

In this section we perform the QCD analysis of the xFf experimental data [l, 2) taking into 
account the nuclear effect ratio. We consider as a first approximation that R:e/N = R~/N = 
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R. Experimental high statistics data on the Rt1D(x,Q2) = Ff/Ff ratio are required for a 
more detailed analysis of the nuclear structure function xFf. 

We shall use the method based on the SF expansion over the set of the Jacobi polynomials. 
This method has been developed in [9]-[11] and applied to analyze the x Ff data of the CCFR 
collaboration in [10, 11, 23, 24]. Using a simple shape of the SF at fixed momentum transfer 

Q5 
xFf (x, Q~) = Axb(l - x )°(1 + ")'X ), (13) 

and involving the experimental points with Q2 > 10 (GeV/c)2 in the analysis in order to 
avoid the HT and TMC contribution, we have determined in the NLO of QCD the values of 
free parameters A,b,c,")' and AMS· The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for different 
points Q5. 

Table 1. The results of the NLO QCD fit of the CCFR xFf SF data for f = 4, 
Q2 > 10 (GeV/c)2, with the corresponding statistical errors. x~.f- is the x2-parameter 
normalized to the degree of freedom d.J.. Expansion over 12 Jacobi polynomials is used 

·• .. R = Ff"/Ff R = 1 

Q5 (GeV/c) 2 xl1. A141 
7uR SaLs X~.J. A';},, SaLs 

3 77.8/60 202±26 2.346 74.6/60 206 ± 35 2.414 
5 77.2/60 202±33 2.371 74.1/60 209 ± 33 2.454 
10 75.7 /60 204±36 2.413 73.8/60 211 ± 36 2.504 
100 74.8/60 207±34 2.527 75.0/60 211 ± 34 2.642 
500 75.3/60 206±35 2.595 76.8/60 209 ± 30 2.719 

A stable value of A<:}
8 

is in agreement with the result of [5] and is not sensitive to nuclear 
effects. The value of the GLS sum rule is calculated for differenfpoints Q6 as a first Mellin 
moment of the quark distribution 

( 2) ii dx b c( ) SaLs0,Q = -Ax(l-x) l+7x. 
0 X 

( 14) 

The systematic error of SaLs is about ±0.2. (More details of the fit procedure see in [5].) 
The ·Q2-dependence of the GLS sum rule is in qualitative agreement with perturbative 

QCD predictions and with the results of [5] with fixed ")' and equal to 0. . 

The difference 5SaLs( Q2
) = S§'iJ( Q2 )-Si~::•/F,N ( Q2

) characterizes the contribution of 
the nuclear effect and increases from 0.057 to 0.124 while Q2 changes from 3 to 500 ( GeV/c)2 , 

respectively. 
This fact is strongly related to a complicated behaviour of the ratio R at small x and a 

large contribution of ~his region to the GLS sum rule. 

Table 2. The parameters of the SF distribution xFf (x, Q5) = Axb(l - x )°(1 - ")'X) 

at G6 = 3 (GeV/c) 2 

R = Ff"/Ff R=l 
A 7.311 ± 0.187 6.898 ± 0.250 
b 0.852 ± 0.012 0.819 ± 0.019 
C 3.298 ± 0.055 2.491 ±0.111 
")' -0.079 ± 0.074 -0.867 ± 0.067 
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Conclusion 

We have considered a deep-inelastic neutrino-deuteron scattering in theframework of 
the covariant approach in the light-cone variables. The spin-dependent structure function 
Ff(x, Q2 ) has been calculated and compared with experimental data. The results are in reas-
011able agreement with the data. The estimate of the effect of relativistic Fermi motion in the 
deuteron described by the ratio R~/N is obtained. It is an important argument that nuclear 
medium alters considerably the structure of a free nucleon in the process. The procedure of 
extraction of the nucleon SF Ff (x, Q2

) takes the relativistic deuteron structure into account 
correctly and can be used to analyze other experimental data. The QCD prediction for 
Q2 dependence of sgff is given by sgff(Q2

) = 3 [l - a,(Q2)/rr + O(a~(Q2
)) + O(1/Q2

)]. 

For Q2 = 3 and 500 (GeV/c) 2 arid for the GOrresponding value of At>s taken from Table 1 

sgff has been found to be 2.665 and 2.846, respectively. These values are higher than the 
results presented iii Table l for the corresponding concrete values of Q2 and A<:}

5
, and the 

situation is in qualitative agreement with the results of [5]. One can see from Figure 4(a,b) 
that the R~/N ratio applied directly to the parametrization of SF obtained in [8] without 
taking nuclear effect into account: slightly changes the GLS sum rule. On the other hand, 
the results presented in Table 1 show, that the QCD analysis taking the R~/N ratio into 
account affects considerably the GLS sum rule over a wide region of Q2 ,ind especially at 
high Q2

• Therefore for the QCD analysis of SF and precise determination of the GLS sum 
rule which is important for comparison of higher order perturbative QCD predictions [25], 
_nuclear effect should be taken into account in addition to a higher. twist contribution and 
target mass corrections. 
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CH11opoe A.B., ToKapee M.B. . 
.Sl)1epHblll ::,qicjJeKT B 11eihp0He, (21- -::JBOJIIOLIH~ CTPYKTYPHOH cjJyHKL\HH Ff (x,(21-) 
H_ npaBHJJ0 C)'MM rpocca-::JlhIOBeJJ.JJHHa CMHTa . 

E2-95-90 

PaccMaTpHeaeTC!I npoL1ecc rey6oKo1Ieynpyroro pacce!IH~!I HettTpHHO Ha 11ettTpoHe a 'paMKax · 
KoeapuaHTHoro nowco11a a nepeMeHHhIX ceeweoro ·KoHyca. B peJJ!ITHBHCTCKO_M HMnynhCHOM npH-
6nmKenuu. Ha oc110Be peJJ!ITHBHCTCKOtt BOJJHOBOtt cjJyHKLIHH 11ettTpona BhI'IHCJJ!leTC!I CTPYKT)'pHa!I 
cjJy1iKL1H!I F{ (x,(21-). ·Pe3yJJhTaThI pac<ieTOB cpannuBalOTC!I c ::JKcnepHMennUihHhIMH 11a1111hIMH: 

liccne11yeTC!I ornowe~He cTpyKryp11h1x q>yHKL\Htt R.~1 N = ff I Fj, onHChIBa~w.ee ii11epHhitt ::icjJ-_ 

cjJeKT B 11ettTpo11~. B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT X H Q1-. OL1e11e11a ne;H'IHHa !l)lepnoro ::,cjJqx;KTa, 06yCJJOBJJeH~a11 
ipepMuencKHM /IBH)KenHeM 11yKJJ011oe, IlpoBepeHo npanHJJO cyMM rpocca-,--JlhIOBennm1a CMHTa 
H uccne11ona11a 3aB~CHMOCT& HHTerpaJ1a SGLS (x,(21-) o·T x 11 (21-. IlpOBe11e11a Q1--::iB?JJ10L1Hii CTPY~~ 

0

T)'P~OH cjJyHKLIHH x~ B paMKax KX,n C y11eTOM !l)lepnoro 3cjJcjJeKTa )IJl!I SGLS (x,{r) H noKa3~110, 

'ITO !l)lepHhitt ::icjJ<peKT /IOJJ)KeH y11HThIBaThC!I npH npoBep.Ke npaBHJJa cyMM rpocca-Jlh10neJJJJu11a 
CMHTa: 

Pa6orn Bh!Il0~-11e11a B Jia6o'paTOpHH Bh!COKHX ::ineprntt H Jia6opaTOi>HH TeopeTH'leCKOH cjJH3HKH. 
HM.H.H.Eoronw6oBa OlI.s!lI. · 

flpenpHHT Qm,e111111e~11oro HHCTHT)'Ta ll)lepHh!X HCC.ne)IOBaHHtt. ,ny6na; 1995 

Sidorov A.V., Tokarev M.v: · E2-95-90 
Nuclear Effect in Deuteron, Q1--Evolution of Ff (x,(21-) Structure Functio~ 

.ru,d ?ross-Llewellyn Smith Sum Rul~ ·· , _=--:-

1 

. . . 
,,__ I ~ , I 

, )-,ep-inelastic neutrino-deuteron scattering in the covariant approach in the light-cone varia,\, ,. 

, .'t L~id~red. The deutero!l · structure function F{ (x,(21-) is calcul_ated in_ t~e relativ_istic imp : •• · 1 

·/;:"•':~ximation on the basis of the relativistic wave function. The results are compared with ava:!/:;; ·: 
·c>'.:.r1m,ental. data: The. nuclear_ ·effect· of .. relativistic ·Fermi. motion described by the I 

. '/;'l=. Ff I~ is estimated; The dependence of the ratio on x and Q2 
is investigated. The depen~t;, I 

, l _1t1e ·Gross-Llewellyn Smith integral SGLS'(x,(f) on x and (f is considered. On the !)·· 

'.: .i:e QCD_ analy~is of the xJI; structure function the correction for SGLS (x,(21-) due to the milf 
. >rc.:t is estimated and it i~ shown that the nuclear effect should be taken· into account to. . 
, 1:ujross-'-Llewellyn Smith sum rule. 
'-, ~,' 

i',·nieinvestigation has b~enperformed at the Laboratory of High Energies and the Bogo!i;. 
· .:\c.:r·atory of Theoretical Physics/JINR. . . 
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